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Greetings .....Another 20-2020...  😉 

           .......We get 4 more of these this Year       

It Tried to Sprinkle a bit earlier this AM....I guesstimate 1/277th of an 

Inch...      ...That's almost better than a Hot-Dry Wind... 
WunderGround saying chance of Rain next Wedn-Thurs...and Saturday-
29th....  But all 10 of 10 Days with plenty of SunShine... 
The 10-Day-Forecast-Day-Time-Highs should Average about 85*F..... 
The Early-Morning Lows should average around 61*F.... 
      .....A Pal from Bendon Michigan had 46*F. Yesterday 
Morning...  That's in Benzie County....Inland Township... 
 
**** Tomato Guys...  Yup...We're doing '''Parka''' Trials for determining 
if it will prevent some Cracking and SunScald--Etc...  
I just hope this WuhanChina19 thing doesn't mess up the Harvest & Trial 

Protocol...       
 

****Blush 2X...  Yes...Use 1 Qt-Ac-50 GWA-Great Coverage...  Another 

''Rule-of-Thumb'' = 2 Qts-per-100-Ga.... This kinda fits all your TRV-
Adjustments...?? 
Blush likes Slow-Drying... If you're doin any ReTain on Honeys, this 
Blush2X App is a Must-Do.  
Also...Remember our Pals that are doing the 2-3 Lbs DiKaP for 
Color...and Nutrition... Very Big-Deal-Common-Protocol with the 

G.S.Long Guys in the PNW. 
And....Of course I cannot really argue really hard with the Guys saying 
that we're gonna soon get those ''Cool-Nights'' and continue to get the 

SunShine, and Color shouldn't be a big Issue..???       ...Just remember 

wherever you do ReTain you're gonna get the ''Drag''....       

 
**** OK....So....Only one Guy I know of for sure that still has a bit of 
2ndary that is still 'active'...???...Alive...??  And I don't blame you if you 
really don’t wanna put any more Captan out there.   ...Some Varieties 

...for some Guys...can tolerate less Captan than others.  
So...We do not yet have Cevya, but I think I'd check with the BNRs to try 
and find enuf to do that Scabby-Area...??? I think it comes in 100 oz-
containers...4 per-case??  It's a liquid 'Suspension' product...   
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         Use 5 oz-Ac... You get 20 Acres out of 1 Jug.   I would not cut 
that rate.  12-Hrs-REI..... Zero -0-Da.PHI 
Hopefully you only need 1 jug...  I heard Nutrien has it...?? 

**** Q&A.... Can I Do...       *Parka & *Blush2X & *ReTain & *Lo-
Rate-''005'' & *DiKaP All-Together in same Tank-Mix...???  
This has been done with good Success.... by a few Guys.... Good 
Reports. No Bad Reports... 
My only question is if it's time for ReTain, am I getting decent 
mileage out of my Parka...??? Some Guys have their Parka Program 
reeeaally Dialed-In....and they say they get very fun 'R.O.I.' by doin 
the additional Parka Applns....  and then the Blush Guys that use a 
lot of it...??? ...really use a lot of it. They have Photo-Finish-Proof of 
how well they have this thing 'Dialed-In'... Impressive. 
But... 
-They get Slow-Drying 
-They do plenty of Water 
-They dont do any other Adjuvant-Surfactant when they have Parka 
in their Tank 
-They do a minimum of 100% Coverage...with minimal Drippage... 
**** The '''Harvest-Solar''' Folks are done with their Install here 
at Gooding....  One more County Inspector needs to take a 
peek...then Consumers Energy needs to ''Hit-the-Switch''...   and we 
should be Off & Runnin....    
It has turned out like we were promised so far...   
Now to see if it's gonna pay us back within the 7 Years we were 
told...???  

So Far So Wonderful...               
                 * * * * * If Ya wanna come on over and Check-Out that 
'''Solar-Array'''....???? 
       ....and maybe do some 'Target-Practice' at our Shooting-
Range...???  
Just give me a call...or Text...or EMail....616.437.0073 
**** Yup....Those were the '''Good-Ol-Days'''....20-Plus-
Years Back...We could Borrow-Return-Swap-Trade-Purchase 
almost all the various Agri-Products with the ''Competitors'' ...the 
BNRs...??  ...from down-the-Street...???   
         But ...These Days..???  ...Now when every year we get at least 1 
Report of Growers being threatened if the BNR-Rep finds any 
''Reister-Product'' in their Chem-Shed.... threatened that the BNR 
Rep will not be coming back if the ''Product'' is still there 
tomorrow...??? Bull-Crap like that takes the enjoyment out of 
''Working-Together'' on anything... But it's been working very well 

for us at RGSs....       

God Bless.... 

Locked & Loaded.... 
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